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Campaigning with scientific experts for personalised
medicine: effective treatments and cures tailor made
"for the patient by the patient".
We love Vanessa Mae’s incredible, inspiring artistry.
That aside, The Sun newspaper should not be presenting a violinist against a
pharmacology professor, in their absurdly biased reporting about medical science!
Please help Patients Campaigning For Cures put an end to the endless circle of claims made in
public, with no qualified judge to reach a conclusion.

Please type in your post code and ask your MP to sign the newly tabled Parliamentary EDM 373
Kelvin Hopkins MP has recently tabled Parliamentary Early Day Motion 373, calling for pro-animal
experimentation scientists such as Prof. Clive Page - featured in today’s Sun piece - to agree to face
their qualified medical opposition, led by the president of our Board Dr Ray Greek, in a properly
moderated public scientific debate hearing with conditions endorsed by Britain’s foremost human rights
defence barrister Michael Mansfield QC. This science hearing will be presided over by independent
judges from the scientific community, who will be able to advise the Government as to who is telling
the truth about medical science.
Using animals – including beagles – as claimed ‘predictive models’ for human patients is now proven to
damage the progress of effective treatments and cures, causing – including fatal – harm to human
patients. This position is increasingly being highlighted by leading medical journals, including the
British Medical Journal.
In 2013- 14, the most recent Home Office statistics confirmed that 2,873 beagles were used in toxicity
tests, falsely claimed able to ‘predict’ the responses of human patients. The Sun newspaper has today
presented the public with a violinist – who inspires us greatly with her incredible interpretations - to
represent the scientific case against a pharmacology professor, whose career is founded upon claims
about medical science that are now proven to be absolutely false. The public will, of course, believe the
pharmacology Professor, which is why EDM 373 has been tabled – to make sure qualified scientists are
given the opportunity to defeat medical claims that harm patients.
We would like to take this opportunity to invite Cruelty Free International (CFI) to support newly tabled
EDM 373 and our leading medical Board Americans and Europeans For Medical Advancement
(AFMA/EFMA), which recently testified at the EU Parliament. We are aware that CRI were part of an
animal protection coalition which engaged AFMA/EFMA as chief scientific witness to effectively stop
a primate lab being built, in 2002.
On behalf of all at Patients Campaigning For Cures,
Rebecca Groves
Founder and Director
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